TALKING DICTIONARY

Presents

This FUN series includes more than 500 words with animations ,
Pictures and sketches with their meanings explained in voice

Multimedia is fast becoming a strong tool, overtaking traditional
print based methods. Multimedia combines Text, Graphics,
Animations, Audio and Video to produce the maximum learning of
your inquisitive child.

-A unique dictionary which helps your child to
learn and talk in English
-Learn the Alphabetical order with picture animations
-Get to know about the professions
-Learn to understand the opposites

THE FUN SERIES

Learn with fun
If you have a kid, you should definitely think of this CD_ROM
Alphabets, Numbers, Shapes, Color, Photo gallery
-Dance to learn with the Alphabets and Ginie
-Coloring programme for your kid
-Get to know more about the birds and fruits
along with the pictures
-Learning the numbers sequence, counting thing
Play jigsaw and number games

POEMS AND STORIES

Kunal IT Services is a leading Multimedia Training and
Development company located at the heart of the Pune City. Pune
being the Educational Capital of the Country, we have finest staff for
Research on the Theories of Learning. The Research team is backed
by the most creative talents for the development of Multimedia

C

Human BODYD

s

Different respiratory and reproductive, excretory, Nervous
and digestive system.
-Get to know how your body works
-Views of different body parts with definitions
-Indetailed information about the various systems
of the body :
· Muscular
· Respiratory
· Digestive and many more

This covers known stories like 'HARE AND TORTOISE',
‘Monkey and hat’, ‘The Hen’, ‘Careless caroline’

AROUND THE WORLD
We know INDIA, but to know about different countries
in various continents history, economic development.

This CD-ROM contains information related to the culture and
great heritage in different modules like Indian history , dance.

FAMOUS Personalities
This CD-ROM focuses on different personalities
from diversified field
- Total know-how about who's-who in INDIA
- Categorised information about various Artists,
Scientists,
Industrialists
and Sports persons in INDIA
- Know about the Cricketers of INDIA

EXPLORE ‘INDIA’

-Exposure to our Motherland
-Detailed information about geographical and climates,
Agriculture and rivers and forests
-Study of each state and union territories
-Monuments, scenic places and sanctuaries
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THE PROUD SERIES

-At a glance information about the cultural delights of INDIA
-Glimpses of Indian history and festivals along with the epics
-Information about various religions of INDIA
-Rich variety of dance and music performed all over

KUNAL IT Services Pvt. Ltd.
925A, Trikaya House, Deendayal Hospital Lane,
F.C.Road, Pune - 5. Tel: 5662500 , e-mail : contact@kunalit.com
www.kunalit.com

NAMASTE INDIA
-Information about the 5 continents of the world
-Specialized info about the countries and the capitals
-Geographical and Historical aspects of the continent
-Authentic and researched information
-Lovely graphics

Explore the universe
This CD-ROM answers your curiosity about the Universe and
Our planetory system
-Explore our solar system and know the SUN, MOON and EARTH
-Theories behind the origin of universe
-Know about the Galaxy
-What is Milky way, stars and constellation
-Planets of the solar system
-Learn about the changing seasons, oceans and earthquakes

LIVING CREATURES
You won't believe , there are millions of living species on earth,
with their common characteristics.
-Gives information about living Animal beings and
Evolution processes
-Knowledge point from the evolution of the Dinosaurs
to the Birth of the Human life
-Detailed info about plant and bird kingdom

THE KNOWLEDGE SERIES

-Animated poems and voice-overs
-Attractive graphics and eye-catching animations for poems and stories
-Poems on : ·'Visit to zoo', ·'There was a little turtle' and many more
-Stories on : ·'Bunty and the straw hat', ·'Careless caroline',
·'Hare and Tortoise' and many more

This CD-ROM contains information related to
Indian geography, its topography as well as geology.
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